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• General introduction to the 
Unitary Triangle Fit

• SM Analysis 
• Tensions and unknown
• Future directions, new/old  

ideas
• Conclusion
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New UTfit Analysis of the Unitarity Triangle
in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa scheme

With respect to the 
published paper several  
theoretical and 
experimental new unputs 
and updated results  



1963: Cabibbo Angle 
1964: CP violation in K decays *
1970 GIM Mechanism
1973: CP Violation needs at least 
three quark families (CKM) *
1975: discovery of the tau lepton –
3rd lepton family *
1977: discovery of the b quark -
3rd quark family *
2003/4: CP violation in B meson 
decays                        * Nobel Prize



•Provides the best determination of the CKM parameters;
•Tests the consistency of the SM (``direct” vs ``indirect”
determinations) @  the quantum level;
•Provides predictions for SM observables (in the past for 
example sin 2β  and   Δms )
• It could lead to new discoveries (CP violation, Charm, !?)
•The discovery potential of precision flavor physics should not 
be underestimated

STANDARD MODEL 
UNITARITY  TRIANGLE ANALYSIS
(Flavor Physics)  



Courtesy by M. Pierini

PREDICTIONS



Absence of FCNC  at tree level  (& GIM 
suppression of FCNC @loop level) 

Almost no CP violation at tree level 

Flavour Physics is extremely
sensitive to New Physics (NP)

In competition with 
Electroweak Precision  
Measurements



RARE DECAYS WHICH ARE ALLOWED
IN THE STANDARD MODEL

FCNC:
qi     ->  qk +    n n

qi     ->  qk +    l+ l-

qi     ->  qk +    g

these decays occur only via 
loops because of GIM and 
are suppressed by CKM 

THUS THEY ARE  SENSITIVE TO 
NEW PHYSICS
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In general the mixing mass matrix of the SQuarks 
(SMM) is not diagonal in flavour space analogously 
to the quark case We may either
Diagonalize the SMM

z , g , g

Qj
Lqj

L

FCNC

or Rotate by the same 
matrices
the SUSY partners of 

the u- and d- like quarks
(Qj

L )´ = Uij
L Qj

L
Uj

LUi
L dk

L

g



In the latter case the Squark Mass
Matrix is not diagonal

(m2
Q )ij = m2

average 1ij + Dmij
2      dij = Dmij

2 / m2
average





CP Violation in
the Standard Model
After the diagonalisation of the  quark mass matrix



N(N-1)/2           angles and        (N-1)(N-2) /2     phases
N=3      3 angles + 1 phase KM 

the phase generates complex couplings i.e.  CP violation
6 masses +3 angles +1 phase = 10 parameters

l ~ 0.2   A ~ 0.8    
h ~ 0.2   r ~ 0.3 

Sin q12 = l
Sin q23 = A l2

Sin q13 = A l3(r-i h)



STRONG CP VIOLATION 

Lq =   q Gµna Ga
µn Ga

µn = eµnrs Ga
rs

Lq ~   q Ea · Ba

This term violates CP and gives a contribution to the 
electric dipole moment of the neutron

en   <  3  10-26 e cm

q < 10-10 which is quite unnatural !!





Georg Raffelt, MPI Physics, Munich Vistas in Axion Physics, INT, Seattle, 23–26 April 2012

Pie Chart of Dark Universe

Dark Energy 73%

(Cosmological Constant)

Neutrinos

0.1−2%
Dark Matter

23%

Ordinary Matter 4%

(of this only about

10% luminous)

Raffelt

See  several  
talks on axions 
tomorrow  



The extraordinary progress  of the experimental 
measurements requires accurate theoretical predictions 

Precision flavor physics requires the control of hadronic 
effects for which lattice QCD simulations are essential

BSM

SM

What can be computed and 
What cannot be computed 



Semileptonic (K,D,B)

Leptonic (π,K,D,B)

(some) Radiative and Rare    long distance effects
(also K -> π l+l- )



Non-leptonic
but only below the 
inelastic threshold
(may be also
3 body decays)

Neutral meson mixing (local)

B -> ππ,Kπ, etc.  No !

+ some long distance contributions to K and D neutral 
meson mixing + short distance contributions to B-> K(*) l+l-



courtesy of P. Gambino
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redundancy is the big strength of the UT analysis
one can remove a subset of inputs and still determine the CKM
one can exclude h=0 using only CP conserving processes









Inputs are slighly different from what HFLAV because for the BR averages we use the 
PDG (with the error inflation if there is a tension), while HFLAV would use their averages 
without error inflation.
So the pipi BR inputs are slightly different.   We  also use the updated rhopi.

HFLAV
It seems that the reason  why  the combination falls on the pipi solution on the left of the 
rhorho peak (while the right solution would be just as probable and even not 
distinguishable) is due to the small bump from the rhopi distribution which instead goes 
to zero for the pipi solution on the right.



See talk by G. D’Ambrosio



Vcb and Vub

|Vcb| (excl) = (39.44 ± 0.63) 10-3

|Vcb| (incl) = (42.16 ± 0.50) 10-3

|Vub| (excl) = (3.74 ± 0.17) 10-3

|Vub| (incl) = (4.32 ± 0.29 ) 10-3

|Vub / Vcb| (LHCb) = (9.46 ± 0.79) 10-2

from FLAG 2021

from Bordone et al.
arXiv:2107.00604

From Λb, excluded following FLAG guidelines|Vub / Vcb| (LHCb) = (7.9 ± 0.6) 10-2

From Bs to K at high q2

NEW (8.27 ± 1.17) 10-2

Utfit Prediction Vcb= (42.22 ± 0.51) 10-3      Vub= (3.70 ± 0.11) 10-3 

~ 3.2s discrepancy

from GGOU HFLAV 2021
adding a flat uncertainty
covering the spread
of central values

~1.6s discrepancy

From global SM fit |Vcb| = (42.00 ± 0.47) 10-3  |Vub| = (3.715 ± 0.093) 10-3 

NEW (40.55 ± 0.46) 10-3

NEW (3.64 ± 0.16) 10-3



WORK IN PROGRESS       (G.M., S.Simula, L.Vittorio)

RBC/UKQCD

NEW                           Vcb=    (40.55 ± 0.54) 10-3  

EXCLUSIVE from B-> D*

NEW   Vub/Vcb =   (8.27 ± 1.17) 10-2

FLAG UNDERESTIMATES OF THE UNCERTAINTY
The larger error reduces the correlation between Vub nd
Vcb

Utfit Prediction Vcb= (42.21 ± 0.51) 10-3      
                          Vub= (3.70 ± 0.09) 10-3 

INCLUSIVE (42.16 ± 0.50) 10-3
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GM,S. Simula,L.Vittorio 
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BK1
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2022



2021: an estimate from the 1/mc 
expansion of the effective 
Hamiltonian  + UTfit

2015: a real 
exploratory  calculation
no physical masses, no 
extrapolation to the continuum 
etc.

e’/e   from RBC now in  Utfit:
e’/ e= 15.2(4.7) x10-4

2.00 (15) x 10-3

0.001 0.002 0.003
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Marco Ciuchini Page 36KEK-FF 2013

r = 0.160 ± 0.009   h = 0.345 ±0.011  

Consistence on an
over constrained fit

of the CKM parameters

2023 results  
In the 
hadronic 
sector,  the 
SM CKM  
pattern 
represents 
the 
principal 
part of the 
flavor 
structure 
and of  CP 
violation 

a = (92.4  ± 1.4 )0

sin2b = 0.703 ± 0.014
b = (22.46  ± 0.68 )0

g = (65.1 ± 1.3)0

A = 0.828 ± 0.011
λ = 0.22519 ± 0.00083 

2022

CKM matrix is the dominant source of flavour mixing and CP violation



r = 0.160 ± 0.009  
h = 0.345 ±0.011  



Marco Ciuchini Page 38KEK-FF 2013
2016

Experimental progress so impressive that we can fit
the hadronic matrix elements (in the SM)





2022



2023



New theoretical approaches
in semileptonic B →D, D* decays Pagina 42

State-of-the-art of the semileptonic B → {D(*),𝜋} decays
Two  critical issues

• Vcb

•

tension
2022



Courtesy by Gambino        EXP 0.284 \pm 0.013

FNAL 0.275 \pm 0.008
JLQCD 0.248 \pm 0.008
HPQCD 0.276 \pm 0.009



…. beyond
the Standard Model





New local four-fermion operators are generated
Q1 = (bL

A gµ dL
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B)    SM
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Beyond the SM 

2022
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Excitement



Harakiri!





๏We updated the UT analysis to Summer 23 inputs 
๏New experimental determinations of the UT angles 

๏New theory inputs (lattice, Vud) 
๏Overall consistency of the fit ๏Reached precision of ~5% (~3%) on ( ) 
๏Extended the analysis to include new physics in DF=2 Hamiltonians 

๏new inputs for  D-\bar D mixing 
๏probed new physics effects up to ๏ (1000) PeV for new physics with generic 

flavor structure 
๏ (100-1000) GeV in MFV scenarios

absence says more than presence
FRANK HERBERT

(Dune)

THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION


